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This element of wetting process deserves fairly such special attention because it is a crucial, « sine qua non » condition of anchoring ; the symmetry G, of the substrate to wet determines virtually possible types of anchorings, that is to say, stars {na} of anchoring directions na = gnl, generated by elements g of the group Gs from an arbitrary vector nl.
However, in the case of multistable anchorings, where the set {na} contains more than one vector, selection between the competing anchoring directions must be accomplished.
Our generic idea is that the anchoring selection is achieved during the motion of the contact line -the first element of the wetting process.
The motion of the contact line is characterized by two parameters : the direction Q and the velocity u (Fig.1 ) or the polar (5 (u)) and azimuthal (qi) angles of the dynamical direction I of the wetting interface.
In the present paper we will focus on a special case of SiO films, where a bistable anchoring occurs [3, 4, 5] , and explore the whole sphere of available wetting parameters (5, qi ) by studying the spreading of droplets of a nematic E8 [6] Experimentally, the aligning properties of evaporated SiO films have been first pointed out by Janning [9] . Guyon et al. [10] have shown that the orientation of a nematic liquid on such films depends on the angle of incidence £ (Fig. 1) (Fig. 3) . The center of the cross coincides with the center of the droplet and its branches are parallel to the polarizers. When the droplet is rotated, the cross keeps its orientation. This texture is characteristic of a splay configuration. The anchoring is planar (0 = 90* ) and radial ( cp = qi ) ; it depends on the direction 1/1 but not on the dynamical contact angle 5 (r). (Fig. 4) (Fig. 6 ).
The direction of the anchoring, for example of n, characterized by the angles (0, cp ) ( Fig. 1) (Fig. 8) . Their selection depends on both the direction qi and the contact angle 8 (r). w two E-shaped glass slides have been evaporated simultaneously ; as for a given evaporation angle, the azimutal angle cp of anchoring is already known, the slides have been oriented during the evaporation in such a way that one of their anchoring directions is parallel to the three bars of the E-shape (Fig. 9a) ;
. evaporated slides have been superposed as shown in figure 9b : delimited by the circles C, and C 1- (Fig. 11) . In the case of the nematic E8 the direction n, of molecules at a free air/nematic interface is normal to it : n, = I. In the reference frame of the contact line, the flow pattern in the vicinity of the contact line [11] (Fig. 12 ).
In the first approximation the direction of then axis in the plane a is fixed as perpendicular to C ; only two degrees of freedom persist. Therefore, for the symmetry C, and in the vicinity of the planar-tilted transition, the potential VD (n) can be represented as a linear combination of only two spherical harmonics :
where a and /3 are defined in figure 12.
Let Q20 be positive. Then : -for Q22 0 the minima of VD (n) are located on the -q axis -for Q22:&#x3E; 0 the minima of VD (n ) are located on the t axis -for Q22 = 0 the potential VD (n ) is uniaxial and has a degenerate set of minima in the (g, -q) plane.
Experimentally, the transition from the planar to the tilted anchorings occurs as a function of the evaporation angle E. Thus one can suppose that:
In conclusion, if only 1 = 2 terms are taken into account then the transition from the antisymmetric planar to the symmetric tilted anchoring is discontinuous. The coefficient Q22 is the pertinent parameter of this transition. (Fig. 5) ; 3) besides the cardioid wall, the observed wetting texture contains also crescent-like domains (Figs. 5 and 8) ;
4) other domains may be created inside the cardioid (Fig. 5b) ; 5) the diametral wall becomes erratic when it goes away from the center of spreaded droplets ; at the periphery the anchoring selection is erratic.
Explanation of all these features requires several improvements of the model.
3.6 CORRECTIONS OF THE POTENTIAL V (n).
As a wall in a wetting texture is a projection of a separatrix from the V(5, qf) plot onto the plane (r, t/1), the missing details can be due either to an oversimplified form of the potential V(n) or to incorrect projection rules.
There are at least three possible corrections of the potential V (n ) : 1) other spherical harmonics allowed by the symmetry G, can be added to the potential VD (n). They result in smooth modifications of wall shapes. The feedback term V w(n, na) can also be taken into account which would also modify the wall shapes ;
2) due to the roughness of evaporated SiO films there must be a random part V R (n ) in V (n ). 
